GE Venue R1
Ultrasound

The GE Healthcare Venue Ultrasound is designed with a focus on emergency and critical care, as such health

care providers have unique needs but often contend with ultrasound equipment from other medical disciplines.

Specifically, Venue offers a Shock Toolkit of automated tools – developed on principles of machine learning – to

gain information about the heart, lungs and inferior vena cava, automating the parts of shock evaluation that are

the most tedious or difficult. The Auto VTI tool can help the user to visualize the patient’s trend and to determine the
next course of action in treatment. The Venue features a seamless flat display; up to four-hour battery life; 19-inch
articulating monitor; four probes with probe hangers and more.

Features
•

Seamless display. For easy cleaning.

•

ECG and TEE functional.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You can focus on the patient. Simple and intuitive to use.
Secured by a multi-year warranty. * Support you can count
on.

Suspension with large wheels and small footprint. Designed
for robust use in emergency rooms. Just push the Venue
where you need it.
Handy key probe. Control the system with freely
programmable buttons on the probe handle.

Investigations that actually require three hands can be done
with two hands.
Ready to use when you need it. Up to 4 hours of battery
power and a clearly visible remaining time display that
changes color as the battery level gets lower.

Large 19-inch LCD multi-touch monitor with height-adjustable
swivel arm. You can position the monitor so that you always
have the best view of it.
Four probe connections. For the variety of examination
possibilities.

Intelligent cable management. Four connected and ready-touse probes. Well-placed brackets help keep cables out of the
ground.
Network technology with state-of-the-art security standards.
Whether wired or optional via WLAN - integrate the Venue
easily into your network.
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Specifications
Monitor

Cart

Instead of the stylus-based & rudimentary touchscreens of the 40 and 50, the
Venue has a large, 19-inch articulating monitor that allows you to see images
from across the room and reposition for various procedures. The flat-screen
display is also seamlessly one piece of glass, making cleaning a breeze.
There are also no buttons, which let you go right to work.
The new Venue cart is designed for cable management and efficiency. It has
four probe ports in the back allowing you to have more transducers at your
disposal. There are also integrated hangers that help keep the probe cables
off the ground, helping them last longer. The cart also comes with cardiacspecific tools, like TEE and ECG. Its wheels have also been improved. They
are bigger and easier to maneuver the Venue where you need it to go.
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